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We study the time evolution of entanglement of two spins in an anisotropically coupled quantum dot interacting
with the unpolarised nuclear spins environment. We assume that the exchange coupling strength in the z direction
Jz is different from the lateral one Jl. We observe that the entanglement decays as a result of the coupling to the
nuclear environment and reaches a saturation value, which depends on the value of the exchange interaction
difference J ¼ kJl  Jzk between the two spins and the strength of the applied external magnetic field. We find that
the entanglement exhibits a critical behaviour controlled by the competition between the exchange interaction J
and the external magnetic field. The entanglement shows a quasi-symmetric behaviour above and below a critical
value of the exchange interaction. It becomes more symmetric as the external magnetic field increases.
The entanglement reaches a large saturation value, close to unity, when the exchange interaction is far above or
below its critical value and a small one as it closely approaches the critical value. Furthermore, we find that the
decay rate profile of entanglement is linear when the exchange interaction is much higher or lower than the
critical value but converts to a power law and finally to a Gaussian as the critical value is approached from both
directions. The dynamics of entanglement is found to be independent of the exchange interaction for an
isotropically coupled quantum dot.
Keywords: entanglement; quantum computing; decoherence

1. Introduction
Coherence and entanglement lie at the heart of
quantum mechanics since its birth and are of
fundamental interest in modern physics. Particular
fields where they play a crucial role are quantum
information processing and quantum computing [1–4].
Decoherence is considered as one of the main obstacles
toward achieving a practical quantum computing
system as it acts to randomise the relative phases of
the two-state quantum computing units (qubits) due to
coupling to the environment [5]. Quantum entanglement is a non-local correlation between two (or more)
quantum systems such that the description of their
states has to be done with reference to each other even
if they are spatially well separated. Entanglement arises
naturally when manipulating linear superpositions of
quantum states to implement the different proposed
quantum computing algorithms [6,7]. Different physical systems have been proposed as reliable candidates
for the underlying technology of quantum computing
and quantum information processing [8–14]. There has
been special interest in solid state systems as they can
*Corresponding author. Email: gehad@ksu.edu.sa
ISSN 0026–8976 print/ISSN 1362–3028 online
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be utilised to build up integrated networks that can
perform quantum computing algorithms at large scale.
Particularly, the semiconductor quantum dot is
considered as one of the most promising candidates
for playing the role of a qubit [15–17]. The main idea is
to use the spin S of the valence electron on a single
quantum dot as a two-state quantum system, which
gives rise to a well-defined qubit. On the other hand,
the strong coupling of the electron spin on the
quantum dot to its environment stands as a real
challenge toward achieving the high coherent
control over the spin required for information and
computational processing. The main mechanisms
responsible for spin decoherence are spin–orbit
coupling and spin–nuclear spins (of the surrounding
lattice) coupling [17,18]. Recent experiments show that
the spin relaxation time due to spin–orbit coupling
(tens of ms) is about six orders of magnitude
longer than that due to coupling to nuclear spins
(few ns) [19–21]. This made the electron spin coupling
to the nuclear spins the target of a large number
of theoretical [22–26] and experimental [27–32]
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research works. The dipolar interaction between the
nuclei in the dot does not conserve the total nuclear
spin and as a result the change in the nuclear spin
configuration happens within Tnuc  104 s which is
the precession time of a single nuclear spin in the local
magnetic field of the other spins. This precession time
is much longer than the decoherence time of the
electron spin due to hyperfine coupling in the dot
(106 s), therefore we can safely ignore this interaction as well as the fluctuation of the nuclear magnetic
field when treating the entanglement and decoherence
problem of the electron spins. In addition to the
proposals for using the single quantum dot as a qubit,
there have been others for using coupled quantum
dots as quantum gates [15,17]. The aim is to find
a controllable mechanism for forming an entanglement
between the two quantum dots (two qubits) in such
a way to produce a fundamental quantum computing
gate such as XOR. In addition, we need to be able
to coherently manipulate such an entangled state to
provide an efficient computational process. Such
coherent manipulation of entangled states has been
observed in other systems such as isolated trapped ions
[33] and superconducting junctions [34]. Recently, an
increasing effort to investigate entangled states in
coupled quantum dots has emerged. The coherent
control of a two-electron spin state in a coupled
quantum dot was achieved experimentally, where the
coupling mechanism is the Heisenberg exchange
interaction between the electron spins [30–32].
The mixing of the two-electron singlet and triplet
states due to coupling to the nuclear spins was
observed. The induced decoherence (leading to the
singlet–triplet mixing) in the system has been studied
theoretically, where each one of the two electrons were
assumed to be localised on its own dot and coupled to
a different nuclear spin environment [35–37]. There
have been proposals for an experimental scheme to
create, detect and control entangled spin states in
coupled quantum dots [38]. Recently, there has been
an increasing interest in studying the anisotropy in the
exchange interaction in coupled quantum dot systems,
which is mainly due to the spin–orbit coupling, the
unavoidable asymmetry of the dot structure and
the effect of the external magnetic field [39–42].
Furthermore, there have been proposals to utilise this
anisotropy, rather than removing it, in introducing
a set of quantum logic gates to be implemented in
quantum computing [43–45].
In this paper, we study the dynamics of entanglement of two electron spins confined in a system of two
laterally coupled quantum dots with one net electron
per dot. The two electron spins are coupled through
exchange interaction. Modelling the coupling between

the two electrons on a couple dot system by exchange
interaction, including the low barrier case, has been
studied in detail in [17]. We assume that the exchange
coupling is anisotropic such that the two spins couple
in the transverse (z direction) with a coupling strength
that is different from the one in the lateral direction
(x and y directions). An external magnetic field is
applied perpendicularly to the plane of confinement.
We assume that the potential barrier between the
two dots is low enough that the two electrons are
delocalised over the two dots and as a result are
coupled to a common nuclear environment which
splits the two-spin space into two unmixable subspaces
(one contains the singlet state and the other contains
the three triplets). Therefore, the singlet–triplet mixing
can not take place for this system set-up in contrast to
the case studied in [35] and [36]. Nevertheless, mixing
within the triplets subspace is possible and in order
to study it we assume that the system was initially
prepared in a maximally entangled triplet spin state
with a total antisymmetric wave function, which is
experimentally an achievable task [31,32]. The two
spins are coupled through hyperfine interaction to the
surrounding unpolarised nuclear spins in the two dots.
We study the time evolution of the entanglement of the
two spins induced by the nuclear spins at different
strengths of the external magnetic field and exchange
interaction, which can be tuned and measured
experimentally by controlling the different gate voltages on the two dots [32]. We found that the
entanglement which is initially maximum decays as
a result of coupling to the nuclear spins within a
decoherence time of the order of 104. The entanglement decay rate and its saturation value vary over
a wide range and are determined by the value of the
exchange interaction difference (between the transverse
and lateral components) and the strength of the
external magnetic field. The entanglement exhibits
a critical behaviour which is decided based on the
competition between the exchange interaction difference (regardless of its sign) and the external magnetic
field, and it shows a quasi-symmetric behaviour above
and below a critical value of the exchange interaction
difference which is determined based on the value of
the external magnetic field. The behaviour becomes
more symmetric as the external magnetic field
increases. Comparable decay rates and saturation
values were observed for the entanglement on both
sides of the critical exchange interaction value. Far
from the critical exchange value, the entanglement
shows high saturation values and slow power law
decay rates. Close to the critical value, the saturation values become much lower and the decay rate
shows Gaussian profiles. Our results suggest that for
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maintaining the entanglement between the two spins,
the difference between the values of the exchange
interaction difference and the external magnetic
field should be tuned to be large. This paper is
organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our
model and the calculations of the spin correlation
functions. In Section 3, we show the evaluation of
entanglement. In Section 4, we present our results,
discussing and explaining the different important
findings we obtained. We close with our conclusions
in Section 5.
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2. Two electron spins coupled to a bath
of nuclear spins
We consider two coupled quantum dots with a net
single valence electron per dot. The two electron spins
S1 and S2 couple to each other through exchange
interaction and couple to the same external magnetic
field B and to the common unpolarised nuclear spins
on the two dots {Ii} through hyperfine interaction.
The exchange interaction is taken to be anisotropic
with the coupling strength in the z direction to be Jz
and in the x and y directions as Jl. The spin–orbit
coupling and the dipolar interactions between the
nuclei are ignored. The system is described by the
Hamiltonian


H^ ¼ Jz S1z S2z þ Jl S1x S2x þ S1y S2y
þ gB S  B þ S  h2N ,

ð1Þ

where g is the electron g factor and
P B is the Bohr
magneton. S ¼ S1 þ S2 and h2N ¼ i AiIi ¼ gBH2N,
where H2N is the two dot nuclear magnetic field and
the sum is running over the entire space. Ai is the
coupling constant of S with the ith nucleus and is equal
to Av0j A(ri)j2, where A is a hyperfine constant, v0
(¼ a2 az/N ) is the volume of the crystal cell, a and az are
the single dot sizes in the lateral and transverse
directions, and A(ri) is the two-electron envelope
antisymmetric wave function at the nuclear site ri. For
a typical single quantum dot size, the number of nuclei
N ¼ 106 and their typical nuclear magnetic field
affecting the electron spin through hyperfine coupling
is of the order of A/(N1/2gB) [46], which is
approximately of magnitude ’ 5 mT [32], with an
associated electron precession frequency !N ’ A/N1/2,
where !N  1/Tnuc, and a  15 nm. The presence of an
external magnetic field causes Zeeman splitting for the
electron spin and in addition has a polarising effect on
the nuclear spins. The magnitude of these effects and
the associated electron precession frequency depends
on the strength of the applied field which we consider
as a varying parameter in this work and is changed

over a wide range. Therefore, the precession frequency
about the external magnetic field can be higher or
lower than !N depending on the strength of the
external field compared to the nuclear field. We
consider some particular unpolarised nuclear configuration, represented in terms of the I^iz nuclear spin
eigenbasis as jIiz i, with Izi ¼ 1=2, where we have
considered nuclear spin 1/2 for simplicity. These
nuclear configurations have the same time evolution
as the more general initial tensor product states
corresponding to arbitrary directions of individual
spins [18]. The Hamiltonian H (Equation (1)) is
symmetric under exchange of the two electron spins
S1 and S2 which reflects the fact that in this model the
two electrons are considered indistinguishable (delocalised over the two dots). This Hamiltonian splits the
two-spin space into two subspaces, one of them
containing the singlet state and the other containing
the three triplet states. In this system set up (described
by the Hamiltonian H ), the two subspaces never get
mixed. The only mechanism by which these two
subspaces can get mixed is that each electron spin
couples to a different nuclear magnetic field (or even
a different magnetic field), which is not the case here.
We assume that the two coupled electron spins are
initially (t ¼ 0) in a triplet, maximally entangled,
state described in the coupled representation by
jT0i ¼ j*+ þ +*i. We are interested in investigating
the dynamics of entanglement of this state (dynamics
of entanglement and its non-monoticity behaviour
have been studied in many works, for example see [40]
and references therein). For that purpose we evaluate
the correlators
Cij ðtÞ ¼ hnjS^i ðtÞS^j ðtÞjni,

i, j ¼ x, y, z

ð2Þ

where jni is the total system (two electrons and nuclei)
^ S^i expðitHÞ
^ .
state given by jT0ij{Iiz}i and S^i ðtÞ ¼ expðitHÞ
The initial state jni is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
H^ 0 ¼ Jz S^1z S^2z þ 12 Jl ðS^1þ S^2 þ S^1 S^2þ Þ
þ z

2
X
i¼1

S^iz þ h^2Nz

2
X

S^iz ,

ð3Þ

i¼1

with an eigenenergy n ¼ Jz/4 þ Jl/2, where z ¼
gBBz, consequently we can expand in the perturbation (where we use the fact that for a typical nuclear
configuration A2k =h2n  1 which acts as our expansion parameter as can be noticed in the coming
calculations [18,46])
V^ ¼

2
X
i¼1

ðS^iþ h^2N þ S^i h^2Nþ Þ,

ð4Þ
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^ Using the
where the total Hamiltonian H^ ¼ H^ 0 þ V.
R
^ 0 Þ,
^ ¼ T^ exp½it t dt0 Vðt
time evolution operator UðtÞ
0
where T^ is the usual time-ordering operator, we obtain
Cij ðtÞ ¼ Cð0Þ
ij þ Cij ðtÞ,

ð5Þ

Cð0Þ
ij

is the correlator corresponding to V^ ¼ 0,
where
while Cij(t) is corresponding to the corrections due to
the perturbation V^ and are given by
^ ^
Cð0Þ
ij ¼ hnjSi Sj jni

ð6Þ

where J ¼ Jl  Jz is the exchange interaction’s difference due to the anisotropy
of the coupling and
P
ðhz Þ2n ¼ hnjh2Nz jni ’ hnj i6¼ki Iiz jni. We will use h2n
instead of (hz)2n from now on for simplicity. As
a result of the large value of N,
the
R
P we can replace
sum over ki by integrals ( ki Fki ¼ 1=v0 FðrÞ þ
Oð1=N Þ) and we obtain
G1 ðtÞ ¼

1
½I0  I1 cosð! tÞ  I2 sinð! tÞ,
!2

ð16Þ

G2 ðtÞ ¼

1
½I0  I1 cosð!þ tÞ þ I2 sinð!þ tÞ,
!2þ

ð17Þ

and
^ U^ y ðtÞS^j ðtÞUjni
^
Cij ðtÞ ¼ hnjU^ y ðtÞS^i ðtÞUðtÞ
X
^
^y ^
^
¼
hnjU^ y ðtÞS^i ðtÞUðtÞjk
1 ihk1 jU ðtÞSj ðtÞUjni
k1

X
^
^y ^
^
þ
hnjU^ y ðtÞS^i ðtÞUðtÞjk
2 ihk2 jU ðtÞSj ðtÞUjni,

where
I0 ¼

Downloaded By: [Purdue University] At: 17:34 18 November 2008

k2

ð7Þ
jTþ1 ijfIiz gi
jT1 ijfIiz gi

¼
where the intermediate state jk1 i ¼
¼
j **ijf. . . , Ikz 1 ¼ 1=2, . . .gi and jk2 i ¼
j ++ijf. . . , Ikz 2 ¼ þ1=2, . . .gi, while for the singlet state
^ 0 i ¼ 0. The non-vanishing correjS0i we have hT0 jVjS
lators to the leading order in V^ read
1 1
Sz12 ¼ hnjS^1z S^2z jni ¼  þ ðG1 ðtÞ þ G2 ðtÞÞ,
4 4

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

1
Sy12 ¼ hnjS^1y S^2y jni ¼ ,
4

ð10Þ

1
Mz1 ¼ hnjS^1z jni ¼ ðG1 ðtÞ  G2 ðtÞÞ,
2

ð11Þ

1
Mz2 ¼ hnjS^2z jni ¼ ðG1 ðtÞ  G2 ðtÞÞ,
2

ð12Þ

Gi ðtÞ ¼ 4

X jVn,k j
i

ki

!2n,ki

Z

dx dy dz½Aðx, y, zÞt2 ,

ð19Þ

dx dy dz½Aðx, y, zÞ2 sin½Aðx, y, zÞt=2,

ð20Þ

and where

i ¼ 1, 2,

1 ðx1 , y1 , z1 Þ ¼ exp½ðx1  bÞ2 =a2  expðy21 =a2 Þ



J
1
1
!n,k2 ¼ n  k2 ¼ þ ðz þ ðhz Þ2n Þ þ Ak2  !þ þ Ak2 ,
2
2
2
ð15Þ

ð22Þ

expðz22 =a2z Þ,

ð13Þ

^ 1 i ¼ Ak1 =21=2 is the matrix element
where Vn,k1 ¼ hnjVjk
between initial state jni ¼ jT0 ijf. . . , Ikz 1 ¼ 1=2, . . .gi and
the intermediate state jk1i and Vn,k2 ¼ Ak2 =21=2 is
between jni ¼ jT0 ijf. . . , Ikz 2 ¼ 1=2, . . .gi and jk2i and


J
1
1
!n,k1 ¼ n  k1 ¼  ðz þ ðhz Þ2n Þ  Ak1  !  Ak1 ,
2
2
2
ð14Þ

ð21Þ

j (x, y, z)j2 is the two-electron envelope antisymmetric
wave-function which we construct starting from the
two single state wave functions (which is the
typical wave function used to describe the electron
state in the confining potential of a quantum dot
system [17,18])

2 ðx2 , y2 , z2 Þ ¼ exp½ðx2 þ bÞ2 =a2  expðy22 =a2 Þ
sin2 ð!n,ki t=2Þ,

ð18Þ

dx dy dz½Aðx, y, zÞ2 cos½Aðx, y, zÞt=2,

expðz21 =a2z Þ,

where
2

1
I2 ¼
v0

Z

Z

Aðx, y, zÞ ¼ Av0 j ðx, y, zÞj2 :

1
¼ hnjS^1x S^2x jni ¼ ,
4

Sx12

1
I1 ¼
v0

1
v0

which are mixed to obtain an antisymmetric wave
function (x1, y1, z1; x2, y2, z2). Finally integrating out
the coordinates of one of the two electrons, squaring
and normalising we obtain
j ðx, y, zÞj2 ¼

21=2
expð2y2 =a2 Þ
3=2
2
p a az sinhð2b2 =a2 Þ
expð2z2 =a2z Þ expð2x2 =a2 Þ½coshð4bx=a2 Þ
2 2
 expð2b =a Þ,

ð23Þ

where 2b is the interdot distance. In our calculations
we set b ¼ a/2. The integrals I0, I1 and I2 were evaluated
numerically.
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3. Evaluating the entanglement of formation
In this paper, we investigate the time evolution of
two-spin entangled state by calculating the entanglement of formation E between them. The concept of
entanglement of formation is related to the amount
of entanglement needed to obtain the maximum
entanglement state , where  is the density matrix in
the two-spin uncoupled representation basis. It was
shown by Wootters [48] that
EðÞ ¼ EðCðÞÞ,

ð24Þ

where the function E is given by


1 þ ð1  C2 Þ1=2
,
E¼h
2

ð25Þ
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where h(x) ¼ xlog2x  (1  x)log2(1  x) and the concurrence C is defined as
CðÞ ¼ maxf0, 1  2  3  4 g:

ð26Þ

For a general state of two qubits, i’s are the
eigenvalues, in decreasing order, of the Hermitian
matrix

1=2
ð27Þ
R  1=2 ~ 1=2
,
where ~ is the spin-flipped state of the density matrix ,
and defined as
~ ¼ ðy

y Þ ðy

y Þ,

ð28Þ

where * is the complex conjugate of .
Alternatively, the i’s are the square roots of the
~ Since the
eigenvalues of the non-Hermitian matrix .
density matrix  follows from the symmetry properties
of the Hamiltonian, the  must be real and symmetrical
[49], plus the symmetric property in X and Y direction
in our system, we obtain
0
1
0
0
0
1,1
B 0 
2,3
0 C
2,2
B
C
ð29Þ
¼B
C:
@ 0 2,3 3,3
0 A
0

0

0

4,4

The i’s can be written as
a ¼ b ¼ ð1,1 4,4 Þ1=2 ,

c ¼ jð2,2 3,3 Þ1=2 þ j2,3 k,

d ¼ jð2,2 3,3 Þ1=2  j2,3 k:

ð30Þ

Using the definition hAi ¼ Tr (A), we can express
all the matrix elements in the density matrix in terms of
the different spin–spin correlation functions [47,50]:
1
1
1
1,1 ¼ Mz1 þ Mz2 þ Sz12 þ ,
2
2
4

ð31Þ

1
1
1
2,2 ¼ Mz1  Mz2  Sz12 þ ,
2
2
4

ð32Þ

1
1
1
3,3 ¼  Mz1 þ Mz2  Sz12 þ ,
2
2
4

ð33Þ

1
1
1
4,4 ¼  Mz1  Mz2 þ Sz12 þ ,
2
2
4

ð34Þ

2,3 ¼ Sx12 þ Sy12 :

ð35Þ

Note that if the sign of J is inverted (i.e. J ! J),
!þ ! ! and vice versa and as a result 1 and 2
exchange their expressions (1 $ 2). The only physical quantities that are affected by this sign flip are Mz1
and Mz2 (Equations (11) and (12)) which flip sign as
well. Despite these sign flips the eigenvalues of the
matrix R given by Equation (30) are not affected
because under this sign change the density matrix
elements 1,1 $ 4,4 and 2,2 $ 3,3 whereas the other
elements are invariant.

4. Results and discussions
In this paper, we focus on the dynamic behaviour of
entanglement of two coupled electron spins under
different external magnetic field strengths and at
different values of the Heisenberg exchange interaction
difference J. Interestingly, the entanglement is independent of the sign of the exchange interaction
difference J, as was explained in Section 3, which
means that regardless of which coupling component is
dominant (Jl or Jz) the behaviour of the entanglement
as a function of J stays the same. Firstly, we study the
nuclear-induced time evolution of entanglement in
the absence of an external magnetic field and with
a very small anisotropy in the exchange interaction.
In Figure 1, we plot the entanglement of two
quantum dots versus time with J ¼ A/5000 and z ¼ 0.
The initial state of the coupled quantum dot is
triplet 21/2(j* + i þ j+ * i), where the two spins are
maximally entangled. As shown in Figure 1, the
entanglement is initially maximum (E ¼ 1). Once the
interaction between the nuclear magnetic field and
quantum dots is turned on, the entanglement starts
decaying with a rapid oscillation and reaches
a saturation value of about 0.921 within a decay time
of the order of 104 s. As can be noticed the envelope
of this oscillating entanglement decreases with a power
law profile under this condition before reaching
saturation. From the process of constructing the
density matrix to calculate the entanglement, the
entanglement, magnetisation and spin correlations

G. Sadiek et al.

are directly related. We plot the time evolution of the
spin correlation function in the z direction Sz12 in the
inner panel. The correlation function exhibits a very
similar behaviour to that of the entanglement, it
begins with a maximum value, 0.25, then decays to
a saturation value of about 0.236 within the same
decay time. Under the first order perturbation theory,
the spin correlations in x and y directions are
unaffected by nuclear spins. This leads to the higher
saturation value of entanglement in our calculation,
which may change at higher orders. Furthermore,
because of the initial unpolarised state for the nuclear
spins and absence of external magnetic field, the
magnetisation of the two quantum dots remains zero.
The effect of the external magnetic field with a very
small anisotropy in exchange coupling between the
two spins is shown in Figure 2 where z is set to be
A/50  h2n and J ¼ A/5000. The entanglement evolves
with a similar decaying behaviour to what we have
observed in Figure 1 except that the decaying
amplitude of oscillation is much smaller and the
saturation value, for both entanglement and correlation, is much higher (0.99935 and 0.24989 respectively), which emphasises the important role the
external magnetic field plays, as expected, significantly
enhancing the entanglement between the two spins. In
Figure 3, we focus on the role played by exchange
interaction difference J. The dynamics of entanglement
is considered at different values of J at two different
specific external magnetic fields, zero and A/50. In the
two panels, J is set to be A/150 and A/130 in the upper

and lower panels respectively. Interestingly, comparing
with Figure 1, the saturation value of the entanglement
increases, from 0.92 to 0.997, as we increase J from
A/5000 to A/150 but then decreases back, to 0.93, as we
increase J further to A/130. This indicates that the
larger J does not always help maintaining the
entanglement between the two spins, i.e. the entanglement is not a monotonic function of J. Obviously,
there is an inversion point of E between these values of
J. The effect of the magnetic field is clear in the three
cases, it suppresses the amplitude of the decaying
oscillation and enhances the entanglement as a result
of its polarising effect, giving rise to a higher saturation
value in the three cases.
In fact, the entanglement shows very similar
behaviour at different magnitudes of the external
magnetic field and exchange interaction difference,
however the asymptotic saturation values and decay
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Figure 2. Time evolution of entanglement and spin correlation in the z direction for very small anisotropy J ¼ A/5000
with a large external magnetic field z ¼ A/50  h2n.
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rates vary significantly based on the values of J and z.
In principle, each electron spin is in a precession
motion about two fields, magnetic which is uniform
and the non-uniform nuclear field. This precession
motion is the reason behind the oscillatory behaviour
of the entanglement, whereas coupling to the nonuniform nuclear field is responsible for the decay where
the spin energy is dissipated to the nuclear environment
(the same behaviour was discussed in detail in [18] for
a single spin on a single dot). Therefore, it is of great
interest to study the mutual effect of the exchange
interaction difference and the external magnetic field
on the entanglement. The phase diagram of the system
is shown in Figure 4 where the saturation value of
entanglement is plotted versus J at different values of
the external magnetic field. As the entanglement
mostly reaches its saturation value at t  104 s, we
use the value of E at t ¼ 104 to approximately
represent the saturation value at each J. There are
three pairs of curves with each pair corresponding to
a specific value of the external magnetic field given by,
from left to right, A/50, A/500, 0. The pair of curves
corresponding to z ¼ A/50 are replotted in the inner
panel for clarity. It is very interesting to note that for
each z the behaviour of the entanglement is almost
symmetric about a critical value of J, we call it Jc. On
each pair, the entanglement saturation value is initially
unity or very close to unity, depending on the external
magnetic field strength, then starts to decrease as J
increases. It decays exponentially as J approaches Jc
but once J exceeds Jc it raises up exponentially again

1
εz = A/500

reaching a value of unity or close. The decay rate of the
entanglement saturation value for J4Jc is more rapid
than J5Jc but they become more symmetric as z
increases. Surprisingly, this phase diagram shows
a very peculiar role played by the exchange interaction
difference, namely that small values (J  Jc) and great
values as well (J  Jc) enhance the entanglement
between the two spins, while as J ! Jc it is reduced
significantly.
Unfortunately, we can not investigate the entanglement behaviour when J is very close or equal to Jc
because the system diverges under this condition.
The reason for this divergence is the degeneracy
(electronic levels crossing) that takes place between
the initial state and the intermediate states which
causes a breakdown of the first-order perturbation
theory. This degeneracy is manifested in Figure 5,
where the energy difference !n,k1 between the initial
state jni and the first intermediate state jk1i and the
difference !n,k2 between jni and jk2i (given by
Equations (14) and (15)) are plotted versus the
exchange interaction difference J for chosen h2n ¼
A/500 and z ¼ A/50. As can be seen in Figure 5, !n,k1
vanishes at a particular value of J which turns out to be
the same as Jc observed in the inner panel in Figure 4
where the same values of parameters are used in that
case. Since !n,k1 appears squared in the denominator of
the first order perturbation term (Equation (13)), it is
responsible for the divergence when it vanishes. Also,
the symmetric behaviour of the entanglement about Jc
is due to the linear dependence of the magnitude of
!n,k1 on J as it increases or decreases away from Jc.
Similarly, !n,k2 may cause the same effect if negative
values of J were considered. The value of the critical
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demonstrate the symmetric behaviour of E at high external
magnetic field.
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Figure 6. Dynamics of entanglement with the external
magnetic field fixed at z ¼ A/100 while the exchange
interaction difference J is set at values below the critical
value (Jc ¼ A/41.7), J ¼ A/45, A/50 and A/55. The inner panel
shows the corresponding entanglement decay profiles.

exchange interaction Jc corresponding to each z can be
easily deduced from the phase diagram to be equal to
2(h2n þ z) coinciding with the observations of Figure 5,
which emphasise that the external magnetic field does
not only enhance the entanglement but also dictates
the value of Jc.
After the important observations from the phase
diagram (Figure 4), in particular concerning the
entanglement critical behaviour upon varying J, it is
interesting to further investigate the effect of J on the
entanglement above, below and close to Jc at a fixed
value of the external magnetic field. Therefore, the
dynamics of entanglement at different exchange interaction values below Jc in Figure 6 and above it in
Figure 7 is examined. Here, z is set to be A/100 and
consequently Jc turns out to be A/41.7. In Figure 6, we
consider the exchange interaction values A/45, A/50
and A/55 (5Jc) whereas in Figure 7, A/40, A/37 and
A/35 (4Jc). As we can see in the two graphs, when the
value of J is far from Jc, either higher or lower, the
entanglement oscillation is small and the decay rate is
slow reaching high saturation values that approach
unity as J becomes much smaller or much higher than
Jc. As J gets very close to Jc the entanglement exhibits
very rapid oscillation with very large initial amplitude
and decays very rapidly as well reaching a low
saturation value, 0.74, for J5Jc and very low one,
0.22, for J4Jc. The contrast between those values
gets smaller and smaller with increasing magnetic
field as can be noticed from the phase diagram
(Figure 4). To compare the decay rates of entanglement at different J values, the corresponding
entanglement decay profiles are plotted in the inner

0

0

1
t (s)

2
x 10−4

Figure 7. Dynamics of entanglement with the external
magnetic field fixed at z ¼ A/100 while the exchange
interaction difference J is set at values above the critical
value (Jc ¼ A/41.7), J ¼ A/35, A/37 and A/40. The inner panel
shows the corresponding entanglement decay profiles.

panels in Figures 6 and 7. As shown, the decay profiles
are linear when J is much higher (or lower) than
Jc converting to a power-law and then to a Gaussian as
J gets closer to Jc from above or below. The critical
behaviour of the entanglement based on the strength of
J points out that there is a competition between the
effects of the external magnetic field, which enhances
the entanglement through polarising the two spins in
its direction, and the exchange interaction difference,
which enhances the entanglement on the other hand by
favouring anti-ferromagnetic correlation. Therefore
when one of the two effects is dominant, i.e. J  z
(or  z), there will be a large net correlation one way
or the other leading to strong entanglement. Tuning
the two effects to be comparable reduces the net
correlation significantly and forces the entanglement to
attenuate to a low value.

5. Conclusions
In summary, we study the time evolution of entanglement of two electron spins in anisotropically coupled
quantum dot under coupling with nuclear spins in an
applied external magnetic field in the triplet (S ¼ 1)
subspace. Our main observations is that the dynamics
of entanglement exhibits a critical behaviour determined by the competition between the value of the
exchange interaction difference between the two spins
and the strength of the external applied magnetic field.
When one of them dominates, the entanglement
saturates to a very large value close to the maximum.
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On the other hand, when they are comparable the
entanglement attenuates and may reach very low
saturation values. We found that for each fixed value
of the external magnetic field there is a corresponding
critical value of the exchange interaction difference
where the entanglement between the two spins as
a function of the exchange interaction exhibits
symmetrical behaviour about it. When we studied the
time evolution of the entanglement at values of
the exchange interaction difference above and below
the critical value, we observed that the entanglement
decay profiles are linear when the exchange interaction
value is much higher or lower than the critical value
and saturates to large values but then converts to
a power law and finally to a Gaussian as it approaches
the critical value from above or below reaching low
saturation values. The system diverges when the
exchange interaction value becomes very close or
equal to the critical value which might be a sign of
a critical behaviour taking place in the environment
consisting of the nuclear spins. For an isotropic
coupling the entanglement becomes absolutely independent of the Heisenberg exchange interaction. Our
observations suggest that tunning the applied external
magnetic field and (or) the exchange interaction
difference between the two spins in such a way that
they differ significantly in value may sustain the
correlation between the two spins in the coupled
quantum dot and lead to a strong entanglement
between them.
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